“My experience shows that lifestyle
changes through exercise and
a changed diet are often not
visible on conventional scales,
which leads to people quitting.
With bio-impedance scales,
I see muscle development and
fat loss, and remain motivated.”
Prof. Dr Thomas Kurscheid

The BF 1000 Super Precision stands out with clever
features, which make achievements as a result of exercise
or weight loss very easy to measure.
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BF 1000 Super Precision diagnostic
bathroom scale

cross-measurement

• For professional weighing: raised dot matrix display
on an aluminium stand with blue lighting for optimum
readability
• Display of body weight, body fat percentage (incl.
visceral fat), body water and muscle content,
bone mass, calorie display, BMR and AMR
• Segmented display of individual body
parts (arms, legs, torso) thanks to
cross-measurement with 8 electrodes

• Connects to the free
“beurer HealthManager” app
• Extra-sturdy: for 200 kg weight capacity
with precise graduation of 50 g
• 5-year warranty

Diagnostic bathroom scale for
a new level of physical well-being

Segmented display for precise view of individual regions
of the body

The BF 1000 Super Precision provides you with
everything you need for comprehensive weight control.
A precise full-body analysis can be generated using a
special cross-measurement. The raised display on the
aluminium stand and the sleek standing surface with ITO*
coating allow for professional measurements at home!
*(ITO = Indium tin oxide)
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• 10 user memories, each with 30 memory
spaces + guest mode

Stay attuned
to all areas of
your body –
the professional
scale for
home use
BF 1000 SUPER PRECISION
DIAGNOSTIC
BATHROOM SCALE
For a detailed, full-body analysis

Why measure
body fat?

Our weight is important for our health. The ratio of muscle
and body fat percentage plays a decisive role, not just
for athletes. Regular monitoring is primarily useful for
the purpose of tracking achievements from exercise
and weight loss, as well as avoiding becoming over or
underweight and the conditions which result from this.
Monitoring success during fitness and weight training
Endurance athletes or weight lifters often want to have
precise information about their body. In addition to just
weight data, the status of the composition of muscle and
fatty tissue is important for adjusting the workout to the
athlete’s current condition.
Monitoring success during a diet
Anyone who wishes to remain motivated during a diet will
want to know how much fat their body has lost. Analysis
of fat and muscle percentage can help to better adjust
dietary plans on the path to a healthy level of physical
well-being.
Is my body fat percentage healthy?
A slim figure is unfortunately not a guarantee for
continuous good health. Visceral fat analysis (abdominal
fat/organ fat) provides you with particularly important
feedback, as even if someone appears to be healthy on
the outside, fat cells can increasingly be accumulating in
the centre of the body; this fat is linked to health risks.

Full-body analysis
just like a professional
With the BF 1000 Super Precision you’ll be informed of
your weight values at all times. To perform the special
cross-measurement, eight electrodes for the hands and
feet have been integrated into the diagnostic bathroom
scale. This produces results which are especially accurate.
In addition to body weight, the BF 1000 Super Precision
can also determine your body fat, body water, muscle
percentage and bone mass, and provide information
about your calorie requirements.
Even visceral fat is displayed as well. Visceral fat
surrounds the internal organs in the abdominal cavity.
This abdominal/organ fat is suspected of contributing to
conditions such as high blood pressure, vascular deposits
or diabetes.
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More precise knowledge about
your body than ever before

All values visible at a glance
long-term

Additionally, the BF 1000 Super Precision offers
a detailed segment analysis. It provides additional
information about the fat and muscle percentage of
individual body zones such as the left arm, right leg
or torso, for example.

The BF 1000 Super Precision is compatible with the free
“beurer HealthManager” app. Using Bluetooth®, all data
can be transferred easily from the scale to a smartphone
or tablet. This way you can keep an eye on your body
values at all times, and easily reach your desired weight
or training goals.

Display of fat
and muscle
percentage by
body zones

Graphic evaluations in the modern dot
matrix display allow your body values to
be easily interpreted and consistently
tracked via the app.

The “beurer HealthManager” app – a complete system
for monitoring your health

